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light of divine love shining clearly upon him through
the higher and more spiritual part of his own nature,
drawing him ever upward towards itself, so that his progress
may be rapid. Truly the earth has little more of assistance
to give to a man for whom such a prayer is being earnestly
and constantly offered. In this way anyone can help his
dead friends or dear ones by raising himself to a higher
level—forgetting himself and the delusion of his apparent
'loss—sending thoughts of { perpetual light and eternal
peace ', and substituting selfish and unavailing regret by
earnest and loving good wishes for their swift progress
from the astral to the heavenly world.
Q. Can we do anything to help a person about to die ?
If so, how and when ?
Ans. We can certainly do a great deal to help him.
If we have access to him physically during his illness, we
can explain to him the conditions after death, and a
rational explanation of these with a confident and cheery
talk about the life beyond the grave will greatly relieve
his mind.
If, however, physical communication is impossible,
the dying man can be acted upon from the astral plane.
One should fix the intention of aiding that particular
person in his mind before going to sleep with arguments to
be presented. The main object of the helper is to calm
and encourage the sufferer and induce him to realise that
death is a perfectly natural process, and to explain to him
the nature of the astral plane and the preparations neces-
sary for progress towards the heaven-world.
The helper himself must have the qualifications
of single-mindedness in the work of helping, perfect self-
control over his temper and nerves, perfect calmness,
serenity and joyousness, knowledge of higher planes and

